
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:

The Hydroblast suits are filled with features that keep you dry
in high pressure spraying applications or in driving windblown
rain. The 8402 features a jacket with hook and loop closures
on the front, wrists and neck. Other features include attached
drawstring hood and drawstring waist. Overall pants feature full
elastic suspenders, hook and loop closures on the ankles, and
a plain front (no fly). The material is treated to be limited
flammability. Two levels of canvas material and a quilted palm
provide for comfort and dexterity for light duty work. The
8516G is a golden chore glove with a three finger natural
canvas fabric back and fleece quilted palm. The 5 inch
plasticized guantlett cuff provides additional safety. Two levels
of canvas material and a quilted palm provide for comfort and
dexterity for light duty work. The 8516S is a golden chore glove
with a three finger natural canvas fabric back and fleece
quilted palm. The 2.5" Safety Cuff offers extended protection.
Two levels of canvas material and a quilted palm and back
provide comfort and dexterity. The 8526C is a heavy weight
golden chore glove with a gold knit wrist that gives you long
term comfort and ease of wear. When you need the job to stay
clean and spotless our Lisle Inspector gloves are the perfect
choice. They can be worn alone or used as glove liners.The
8600C and 8610C feature 100% cotton for maximum comfort.
When you need the job to stay clean and spotless, our Lisle
Inspectors are the perfect choice. Can be worn alone or used
as liners. MCR offers low lint nylon/polyester inspectors, as well
as 100% cotton, reversible, and unhemmed options. The
8600PK is made of a blended polyester/cotton material and is
unhemmed. When you need the job to stay clean and spotless
our Lisle Inspector gloves are the perfect choice. They can be
worn alone or used as glove liners.The 8600C and 8610C
feature 100% cotton for maximum comfort. 8610C sized for
Ladies. When you need the job to stay clean and spotless our
Lisle Inspector gloves are the perfect choice. They can be
worn alone or used as glove liners. The 8612C and 8613C
feature heavy weight 100% cotton for excellent comfort and
durability. When you need the job to stay clean and spotless
our Lisle Inspector gloves are the perfect choice. They can be
worn alone or used as glove liners. The 8612C and 8613C
feature heavy weight 100% cotton for excellent comfort and
durability. 8613C is sized for Ladies. When you need the job to
stay clean and spotless our Lisle Inspector gloves are the
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FEATURES:

APPLICATIONS:

perfect choice. They can be worn alone or used as glove
liners. The 8614C is 14" in length and is made of 100% cotton
for maximum comfort and extended protection. When you need
the job to stay clean and spotless our Lisle Inspector gloves
are the perfect choice. They can be worn alone or used as
glove liners.The 8620C and 8621C feature medium weight
100% cotton for excellent comfort and durability. When you
need the job to stay clean and spotless our Lisle Inspector
gloves are the perfect choice. They can be worn alone or used
as glove liners.The 8620C and 8621C feature medium weight
100% cotton for excellent comfort and durability.

.35mm Neoprene/Nylon suit with attached hood
Hook & loop front, neck, and wrist closures for secure fit
Bib pants with hook and loop ankle closures
Plain front on pants (no fly)
Pants feature 360 degree high bib

Agriculture, Construction, Janitorial , Material Handling, Oil and
Gas Industry, Petrochemical industries

TECHNICAL DATA FOR: 8402XL

Series
Category
Color
Size
Material
Components
Limited Flamability

Hydroblast
Rainwear
Yellow
X Large
Neoprene / Nylon
2 pc Suit
Limited Flamability

Front Closure Snap

Item No: Chest Sleeve Back Length Waist Inseam Color Case Weight

 
8402S 54 31 29.50 44 29 Yellow 41.500
8402M 56 32 30.50 46 30 Yellow 42.060
8402L 58 33 31.50 48 31 Yellow 43.750
8402XL 60 34 32 50 32 Yellow 46.270
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Item No: Chest Sleeve Back Length Waist Inseam Color Case Weight
8402X2 62 35 33 52 33 Yellow 48.690
8402X3 64 36 34 54 33 Yellow 50.950
8402X4 66 37 35 56 34 Yellow 53.990
8402X5 68 38 36 58 34 Yellow 56.240
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